St Lucia - Garden Crypts
Rookwood Catholic Cemetery

Care, Compassion, Choice

The light-filled crypts are designed
to form a series of linked interior
spaces set at an angle, which provide
clear unencumbered vistas to the
landscaped cemetery grounds.

A beautiful place to honour the
life of your loved one
The St Lucia Garden Crypts will make a beautiful addition to the highly regarded crypt collection at
Rookwood Catholic Cemetery. Located in the heart of the cemetery and incorporating the latest in
architectural design and materials, this outdoor structure will provide family vaults and crypts which
will be cared for in perpetuity by the cemetery.
The light-filled crypts are designed to form a series of linked interior spaces set at an angle, which
provide clear unencumbered vistas to the landscaped cemetery grounds. This enables a direct
connection to the outside world from within the complex.
The building incorporates the latest in architectural materials and construction and is
environmentally sustainable. The white granite walls used for the St Lucia Garden Crypts replicates
those of the Mausoleum of the Resurrection nearby, acknowledging and drawing from its strength
and presence in the cemetery.
The distinctive St Lucia Garden Crypts will feature a life size bronze statue of St Lucia, tranquil water
features and manicured gardens. There are chapels and condolence lounges available nearby for
funeral services and reflection.

The St Lucia - Garden Crypts will make a beautiful
addition to the highly regarded crypt
collection at Rookwood Catholic Cemetery.

Care, Compassion, Choice

Saint Lucia
St Lucia lived in Syracuse, Italy and was only 21 years old
when she lost her life during the persecution of Christians
in the early fourth century, St Lucia is recognised for her
courage in defense of her faith. She is venerated as a saint by
the Roman Catholic Church and is one of eight women, who
along with the Blessed Virgin Mary, are commemorated by
name in the Canon of the Mass.
Lucia, whose name means “light” is the patron saint of the
blind. In paintings, she is often depicted with a golden plate
holding her eyes and a palm branch, which is a symbol of
victory over evil.

“Those whose hearts
are pure are temples
of the Holy Spirit”
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Rookwood Catholic Cemetery
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Available in single and double configurations

 Caters for 12-16 spaces

 
Includes imported granite panel, vase and lamp

 I
ncludes customised
inscription and interment

 
Includes customised inscription and interment

Contact the Catholic office on 02 9649 6423 to arrange an appointment

